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Introduction
This document contains a simple simulation of routing in a mobile ad-hoc network.
This network is created by nodes that are abstractions from transceivers and able to communicate information.
The transmission range of the nodes is limited. This means that, in order to transmit information to another node in the network that is not
in immediate range, other nodes must be used as relay points.

Parameters
Parameters are the number of nodes and the range:
num = 150;
range = .15;

Placing the nodes
Using the number of nodes, a table is created containing points at random coordinates with x Î [0,1] and y Î [0,1]. The table will be in the
format:
{{x1 ,y1 },...,{xnum ,ynum }}
node = Table@8RandomReal@D, RandomReal@D<, 8num<D;
The first node is the origin of the route and the last node the destination.

Detecting the neighbors
Having placed the nodes at their randomly chosen coordinates, the next step is to determine the neighbors of a node. These are other nodes
that are within transmission range of a node.
To be able to do this, a function is defined to calculate the distance between two points from a list of points:
distance@p_, i_, j_D :=

Hp@@i, 1DD - p@@j, 1DDL2 + Hp@@i, 2DD - p@@j, 2DDL2 ;

Using this function a table is created holding for each node the indices of the neighbors in range.
The format of this table is explained by an example. Consider the network as illustrated in the following figure:

For this network the table would look like:
nb = {{2,4},{1,3,4},{2,4},{1,2,3},{}}
Note the empty list for node 5.
This table is created by looping through all the nodes. In each loop an initial empty temporary table is created. This table is filled with the
indices of the neighbors by looping through all the nodes in the network and checking the distance to the node. Hereafter, this temporary
table is added to the table.
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nb = 8<;
For@j = 1, j £ num, j ++,
8
temp = 8<,
For@
i = 1, i £ num, i ++,
If@distance@node, j, iD £ range && i ¹ j,
temp = Append@temp, iDD
D,
nb = Append@nb, tempD<
D;

Determining the shortest route
Knowing the neighbors of each node makes it possible to run a simple routing algorithm to find the shortest route between the origin and
the destination.
The basis of this algorithm is a table containing the number of hops and the index of the neighbor.
Initially this holds the undefined values.
hopCnt = Table@8- 1, 0<, 8num<D;
hopCnt@@numDD = 80, num<;
Consider the network of 5 nodes where 1 is the origin and 5 is the destination.
The resulting hop-count table would be:
hopCnt= {{3,2},{2,3},{1,5},{2,3},{0,5}}

To assist the creation of the hop-count table a node evaluation list is created. This list holds all the nodes for which the hop-count to the
destination was changed.
The routing algorithms is such that it relies on destination nodes to publish their role. This makes sense in a lot of mobile ad-hoc networks
since most of these networks function as wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in which the sensors transmit their measurement data to a
single node. This destination can then be connected to a data processing host or the Internet for example.
As such the algorithm can be ‘started’by adding the destination to the evaluation list:
evalNode = 8num<;
The algorithm now runs as follows:
The node under evaluation ‘sends’its hop-count + 1 to each neighbor. The hop-count of that neighbor is compared to this and if it is larger
(or was not defined yet), then this means that the neighbor can better use the node as a new relay point to the destination. A such the
corresponding hop-count entry in the hop-count table is overridden.
If the neighbor’s routing information is changed, then the neighbor is added to the evaluation list if it was not already present.
This method works when started with the destination node for which the corresponding element in the hop-count table is {0,num}. So, its
neighbors will set their hop-count elements to {1,num} and will be added to the evaluation list.
The evaluation of the list continues until there are no more nodes to evaluate. This will result in a filled hop-count for all nodes that have a
connection to the destination.
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While@Length@evalNodeD > 0, 8
H*Send hop+1 to neightbors*L
newHopCnt = hopCnt@@evalNode@@1DD, 1DD + 1,
For@
i = 1, i £ Length@nb@@evalNode@@1DDDDD, i ++,
8
nbId = nb@@evalNode@@1DD, iDD,
nbHopCnt = hopCnt@@nbId, 1DD,
If@newHopCnt < nbHopCnt ÈÈ nbHopCnt  - 1,
8
H*Replace with new hop*L
hopCnt@@nbIdDD = 8newHopCnt, evalNode@@1DD<,
H*Add element to evaluation list when not already present*L
If@Position@evalNode, nbIdD == 8<, evalNode = Append@evalNode, nbIdDD
<D<D,
H*Remove node*L
evalNode = Delete@evalNode, 1D<
D;

Displaying the network
To be able to actually display the network, a number of graphical elements must be created.
Create a table containing the coordinates of the connections between the nodes and their neighbors.
ln = 8<;
For@j = 1, j £ num, j ++,
For@i = 1, i <= Length@nb@@jDDD, i ++,
ln = Append@ln, 8node@@jDD, node@@nb@@j, iDDDD<DDD;
This table is then used as input for creating a graphical element holding the actual lines.
connectionLines = 8Gray, Thin, Line@lnD<;
Note that the disadvantage of using the list of neighbors in this method is that for a single connection between two nodes actually two lines
are drawn.
To display the route, using the hop-count table a list is created containing the points of the route from the origin to the destination.
routePoints = 8<;
nodeId = 1; H*Start at origin*L
While@ hopCnt@@nodeId, 1DD > 0, 8
nextNodeId = hopCnt@@nodeId, 2DD,
routePoints = Append@routePoints,
8node@@nodeIdDD, node@@nextNodeIdDD<D,
nodeId = hopCnt@@nodeId, 2DD<
D;
The nodes are displayed by:
dot = .015; H*Size of the dot representing node in display*L
nodePoints = 8PointSize@dotD, Point@8node<D<;
To distinguish the origin and destination these are displayed larger and with different color.
ori = Tooltip@8Blue, PointSize@2 dotD, Point@8node@@1DD<D<, "Origin"D;
des = Tooltip@8Green, PointSize@2 dotD, Point@8node@@numDD<D<, "Destination"D;
It must also be handled if no route was found.
If@routePoints ¹ 8<,
routeLines = 8Red, Thick, Line@routePointsD<,
routeLines = Line@8node@@1DD, node@@1DD<DD;
Construct the complete graph:
result = Graphics@8connectionLines, routeLines, nodePoints, ori, des<,
Frame ® True, ImageSize ® MediumD;
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The result is given below:
Show@resultD
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Discussions
The routing algorithm evaluates the node sequentially. In a real network this is done in parallel of course. This does not differ much,
however in case there are more possible routes with the same length, parallel processing could result in different route.

